Walking uses all major muscle groups and is one of the safest
and easiest ways to implement physical activity into your daily
schedule. This challenge focuses on students working together
to combine their miles walked into a distance goal of walking
across or around Wisconsin.

Materials Needed

- One pedometer for each student (or a walking path/track
that has been measured, see details below)
- A state of Wisconsin map
- A Walk Wisconsin Coordinator to calculate total feet walked
by the entire school and then calculate the total miles
covered.
- The Walk Wisconsin Coordinator could be a teacher or it
could be a classroom of students working together to
manage the project.

Students calculate the distance of their steps using the following calculation:

1. Measure the distance traveled for each student by measuring how far they walk when they take 10 steps.
Divide that number by 10 to record their individual stride length.
2. At the end of each walk, multiply their stride length by their total number of steps walked to get the total number
of feet walked. Each classroom adds their total feet walked and submits that number to the school’s Walk
Wisconsin Coordinator.
3. The Walk Wisconsin Coordinator pools each classroom’s totals into a daily grand total number of feet walked
and divides that number by 5,280 (the number of feet in a mile) to get the total miles walked.
4. Go to the Walk Wisconsin map and move your mileage marker forward the approximate number of miles.

Here are some distance options to choose from:

Distance west to east across the state — St. Croix Falls to Kewaunee = 299.4 miles
Distance from south to north across the state — Beloit to Bayfield = 370.9 miles
Walking around Wisconsin = 1,379 miles

Additional options:

If you don’t have pedometers for your students, measure the perimeter of the playground and have students
count laps walked. Then calculate the total distance based on total laps walked.
Include families on this challenge by adding their distances to the school total. If students walk with their
families outside of the school day, ask them to track the total distance walked and multiply that by the number
of people who walked. Ask students to report the additional mileage each day. If enough families choose to
participate, schools may need to increase the goal to ensure the challenge doesn't become too easy.
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